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Background
The 1980s mark the beginning of ‘fast fashion’ which means that
major retailers such as H&M or ZARA change their collections every
three to five weeks. Often, the cheap production of clothes is possible
because of the extraction of non-renewable resources from the
environment and the use of hazardous chemicals, resulting in a high
environmental impact. Nowadays, fashion has become the second
most polluting industry globally, accounting for 20% of global
wastewater, 10% of annual global carbon emissions and 6.7% of
world’s greenhouse gas emissions. At the same time, a new era of
sustainability has arisen over the last years. Since consumers exert
increasing pressure on the fashion industry to minimise the
environmental impact, this has led to an increasing body of traditional
firms to engage in greenwashing to polish their image. In turn, this
has created the need for sustainable fashion enterprises to measure
the environmental performance to prove their truly green impact.

Methods
• Qualitative research
• Case studies with a cross-sectional logic
• Semi-structured interviews
• Sample: 8 B-Corp certified sustainable fashion enterprises
• Grounded theory

Objective
Using qualitative research conducted through multiple case studies,
this paper answers the research question: Which challenges do
sustainable entrepreneurs face when assessing their
environmental performance? By including sustainable enterprises
as research subjects into the environmental performance assessment
theory who have been neglected before, this paper contributes to the
respective theory by adding new barriers that apply to sustainable
enterprises and ensures that this topic is no longer under-researched.

Results

Introduction
So far, it is known that
environmental performance
assessment in the fashion
industry is a complex task due
to many wicked environmental
challenges. Most of the research
related to environmental
performance assessment focuses
on i) generic measurement
challenges, ii) large traditional
companies and iii) the
relationship between the
disclosure of the environmental
performance and the effect on
the business’ financial
performance. Although,
sustainable enterprises differ in
many aspects from traditional
businesses,

Figure 1. Environmental impact of the 
fashion industry

Figure 2. Barriers to environmental performance measurement

Discussion and conclusion
• Micro-level: trade-offs due to personal interests à inertia to

acquire new knowledge
• Implications: cross-designed policies to convert trade-offs into

synergies as well as entrepreneurship education o shape the
personal attitude towards the environment

• Meso-level: Bricolage approach à inertia to look for more effective
methods

• Implications: need for environmental management systems
especially designed for small sustainable enterprises as well as
collaboration among B-Corp and certified enterprises to close
knowledge gaps.

• Macro-level: cultural and industrial path dependencies à

dependencies cause inertia
• Implications: need for bridging institutional entrepreneurship to

break existing path dependencies.
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scant effort has been addressed towards the challenges faced by
sustainable enterprises. Given this remarkable lack, it is the purpose
of this paper to fill this void.


